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Weight: 310gsm

Thickness: 324 µm

Surface feel: Extra smooth

Surface finish: Matt

Composition: 100% alpha-cellulose

CIE Whiteness: 100.70

ISO 2471 Opacity: 99.40

Internally buffered: Yes

Acid free paper: Yes

OBA content: Very low

Drying time: immediate

Water resistance: High

Standard: paper base meet the requirement of ISO 9706

Additional comments:

- Paper base meet the requirement of ISO 9706
- Contains barium sulphate

- Optimised for pigmented inks.
- Compatible with dye inks.

Canson InfInIty® Baryta PhotograPhIque II 310gsm - matt

The Canson Infinity Baryta Photographique II Matt paper has an extremely smooth surface with a totally matt finish 
which, due to the lack of grain interference, accentuates the detail in the printed image. The matt surface also has no 
light reflection from any viewing angle, ideal for photographers or artists that wish to display their final work.

Although Baryta Photographique II Matt is classed as a digital darkroom photo paper, it should be printed using Matt 
Black ink as opposed to Photo Black ink. With an extremely high D-Max, or black density, equivalent to that of a digital 
fine art matt paper, the paper offers exceptional contrast and depth, as well as colours with vibrancy and intensity.

The paper has the same true barium sulphate layer (baryta), as Baryta Photographique II, and benefits from the improved 
handling of the paper introduced in the second generation of this digital darkroom paper. Baryta Photographique II 
Matt is made on a traditional photographic alpha-cellulose base which adds to the authentic feel of a darkroom 
paper.

The Canson® Infinity Baryta Photographique II Matt offers photographers and printmakers a unique aesthetic and 
feel.
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